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In Honor there is Hope.”

An Internationally Accredited Law Enforcement Agency

Message from Chief of Police Marcus Barrow

The men and women of the Henderson Police Department would like
to take this opportunity to present or annual report of department
activities for calendar year 2013.
The officers and citizens of Henderson partner in the spirit of
Community Policing to make our city a safe community for work, play,
and everyday living. The Henderson Police Department is an
Internationally Accredited Law Enforcement Agency and recognized by the
Commission Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). The department
has an authorized strength of 51 sworn officers and a dedicated civilian staff of 8 full
time employees.
The dedicated men and women of the Henderson Police Department are committed to
providing exemplary service to all citizens and visitors of Henderson.

Our Mission Statement
The professional men and women of the Henderson Police Department will
safeguard the lives of each and every citizen that we are sworn to protect and
serve with dignity and respect; equally important is to create a working
environment that is the genesis of family and mutual admiration and
understanding for every member that serves.
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2013 Summary
A review of the past six years of crime related statistics reveals positive outlooks for our
continued progress in this area. Our comparative crime rate level has been driven in years
past by “Property Crime”, especially Larceny, which has shown an overall increase in
past years. However, we continue to see a promising reduction in our Burglary rates
which has reduced the overall serious crime (“Part 1 Crimes”) recently. In 2013 “Violent
Crime” makes up approximately 15% of our total crime rate in comparison to Property
Crime. We have seen reports of violent crime increase slightly in the past two (2) years.
As an agency we remain aware that ANY violent crime is a reason for concern. However,
in the last eight (8) months there has been a downward trend in these reports compared
to the first five (5) months of 2013. Overall the City of Henderson has seen a
continued decrease in total Part 1 Crimes for the last three (3) years. This reduction,
including violent crimes, has continued into the first quarter of 2014.
In 2009 our agency as a whole took a hard look at reports of crime and problems at our
retail establishments. This was done with the goal of building partnerships with
businesses to reduce incidents of shoplifting/larcenies, prosecute repeat offenders and
make these areas safer for citizens. We received positive feedback from our leading
retailers and several, including Wal-Mart, increased their loss prevention activities. We
were aware that we would see increases in the beginning with our aggressive approach
and zero tolerance stance on this type of crime. This is also the same time our agency
began working on getting the current “Habitual Misdemeanor Larceny” laws passed by
the NC General Assembly. Partially due to these factors we saw our Larceny rate jump
from 970 in 2009 to 1,342 in 2010.
Even though this increase could have the appearance of being a negative factor our
review and crime analysis of the trends show this to be a more positive trend. With
increased reporting of these incidents came increased arrests and prosecutions for larceny
crimes. These efforts were also very favorably reported in the local media and newspaper
reports of arrests of repeat offenders was placed more prominently in the local press than
a brief arrest note. The department’s efforts were designed to convey the message that
“stealing” was not a “simple” crime and adversely affected the local economy. We have
maintained our zero tolerance approach in this area and we were successful in having the
Legislature pass the Habitual Misdemeanor Larceny law. We are now seeing our
numbers of Larcenies trend downward. In 2013 our preliminary number of Larceny
incidents is 1,038. This is a 29.29% reduction from 2009.
The reduction in the incidents of Burglary (Breaking and Entering) can be attributed to
several factors but the primary factor has been the increased involvement of people in
the City’s communities. Prior to 2009 the City of Henderson had twelve (12) active
Community Watch groups that were spread throughout the city. We now have 32
Community Watch groups. Vance County as a whole has been recognized by both State
and Regional organizations for its progressive and highly active Crime Stoppers
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Association. The citizens of Henderson have increased their willingness to work in
conjunction with law enforcement to abate crime in their community. The department’s
continued effort is to foster a culture within the City of Henderson in which citizens see
crime and disorder as something not common and not to be tolerated.
Another important factor in crime reduction has been the aggressive use of the Federal
Court system and our close working relationship with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms (ATF). By working with the ATF and the US Attorney’s office to prosecute
as many violent and drug crimes as possibly through the Federal Court System we have
been successful at removing and indicting 68 felons from our community since 2008.
These offenders have received a combined total of 580 years of incarceration. Our
agency has worked diligently alongside the ATF in the effort to dismantle the Money
Gang Mob “MGM” organization. This group makes up just a small portion of the 68
federal indictments.
As mentioned, we have seen an increase in our “Violent Crime” rate over the past two
years but in the past eight months we have seen these numbers following a downward
trend. Causative factors for this include the diligent work of the community, the success
in officers of identifying and making arrests of many of the suspects of these crimes, the
use of Crime Stoppers and the extraordinary use of ATF and the Federal Courts. We
have also seen greater success in the incarceration of violent criminals in our State Court
System. In 2012 we totaled seven (7) homicides and in 2013 we totaled four (4). It should
be noted that all four (4) of the homicides investigated by the department in 2013 were
within the first five (5) months of the year.
Even though we feel we are seeing some of the fruits of our labors we still have a great
deal of work ahead. We are striving daily to connect better both one-on-one and as an
agency with our community, to foster our relationship and develop more open
communication. We continue our drive to remove violent felons from our community
and we e seek to continue our work in conjunction with external stakeholders such as the
retail establishments. As an agency we are optimistic that we will continue to see an
improvement not only in the number of crimes in the City of Henderson but in the attitude
towards crime and toward moving the City forward in a positive direction.
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OPERATIONS DIVISION

Lieutenant S.T. Vaughn, Interim Captain
The Henderson Police Department was established in 1841 and commemorated its 170th
anniversary in 2011. Despite that length of existence the most changes within the department
during its history have occurred within the last ten (10) years. These were implemented in order
to meet the demands of the current times while still being good stewards of the City’s financial
and personnel resources. The Operations (or “Patrol”) component of the agency has been and
continues to be the front line and most visible function of the department.
As reflected below in the Henderson Police Department’s Operational Chart, the Operations
Division is the backbone of the Department. The Operations Division consists of officers who
patrol the city streets in marked and unmarked patrol vehicles, bicycles and foot patrols, as time
permits.
ADMIN
SECRETARY

OPERATIONS
DIVISION
CAPTAIN
RESERVE
OFFICERS
(6)

SECTION 1
LT, SGT,
5 OFFICERS

SECTION 2
LT, SGT,
5 OFFICERS

BICYCLE UNIT
OFFICERS (15)

SECTION 3
LT, SGT,
5 OFFICERS

SECTION 4
LT, SGT, 5
OFFICERS
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SWAT TEAM
LIEUTENANT (1)
SERGEANT (4)
OFFICERS (6)

The Operations Division also houses the Canine Unit, SWAT Team, Bicycle Unit, and the
Reserves Unit. The Operations Division operates with (1) one Captain, four (4) Lieutenants,
four (4) Sergeants, and 25-plus officers. The Operations Division is broken up into (4) four
patrol shifts that work (12) twelve hour rotations providing (24) twenty-four hour coverage.
Each patrol officer is assigned to work one of the four patrol districts (“zones”) within the city.
Special Events

Some of the events members of the Operations Division participated in or coordinated in 2013
included:











Henderson/Vance Chamber of Commerce “Meet in the Street” Series
Law Enforcement Special Olympics Torch Run
“Girls on the Run” 5K Road Races
Local church or community “Back to School” Events
Coordination and traffic for Motorcycle Rally Fund-raisers
Bicycle Safety Presentations and “Rodeos” at elementary schools.
Vance County Tourism “Show, Shine and Dine” Downtown Car Show
Annual “Trick or Treat” Downtown
City of Henderson Christmas Parade
Staffing booths at local Job/Employment Fairs and at Veterans Job/Employment
fairs at Fort Bragg and Vance Granville C.C. Attending Zone Community Watch
Meetings

2013 Activities
Total Calls for Service
Traffic Stops
Traffic Citations Issued
Total Arrests (Individuals)

30737
6188
3754
4895

Reports Completed
Collisions Investigated
Warrants Served
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4185
1105

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS - 2013
Crime Stoppers Lieutenant S.S. Pearson Memorial Award Officer of the Year
Sergeant Joseph Gwinn
During the 2013 Crime Stoppers organization annual banquet,
the Lieutenant S.S. Person Memorial Award was presented to
the officer selected this year as the Police Officer of the Year
who most exemplifies the department’s efforts in Crime
Prevention. The award was given to Sergeant Joseph Gwinn,
who was the leader in the Police Department’s efforts to
address problems through efforts in directed traffic
enforcement in problem areas and coordinating the agency’s
participation in the NC Governor’s Highway Safety Program.
The award was named after the late Lieutenant Samuel S. Pearson of the Henderson Police
Department, who was a leader in the State of North Carolina in the areas of Crime Prevention
and Community Policing.
Optimist Club Officer of the Year

Lieutenant Gregory L. Williams
Lieutenant Gregory L. Williams was recognized by the Henderson/Vance Optimist Club at their
annual Public Safety Appreciation Day meeting as the Officer of the Year for the Henderson
Police Department. Williams was recognized for his continued oversight of the Police
Department’s Canine Teams as well as his accomplishments as a Zone Commander in 2013.
PROMOTIONS
Captain Marcus Barrow was appointed Interim Chief of Police following the retirement of
Chief Sidwell and, following a lengthy assessment center, was promoted to Chief of Police
in December 2013.
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RETIREMENTS

In May 2013 Chief Keith L. Sidwell announced his retirement
from the Henderson Police Department.
JUVENILE ACTIVITIES

Detective Sergeant Marti L. Stewart fills the position of Juvenile Investigator and is assigned to the
Criminal Investigations Section. Stewart’s long and successful record as a School Resource Officer
prior to his assignment as a Detective and his experience in dealing with youth are qualities that will
serve him well in this capacity. He has shown a great deal of success due to his knowledge of the
Juvenile Justice System and his familiarity with repeat juvenile offenders.
In 2013 Sergeant Stewart in conjunction with other investigators were assigned 20 “juvenile” cases
and filed 28 juvenile petitions. 60 juvenile contacts were made that consisted of referrals to juvenile
services or where the juvenile was released to a parent and/or guardian. 28 of these cases involved
juvenile suspects, which increased from 2012. The increase would indicate that juveniles were
coming more in contact with law enforcement.
Investigators also worked several cases referred to by the Vance County Department of Social
Services and these investigations are ongoing. Stewart worked closely with Jennifer Short, the
director of the Juvenile Court Counseling Office in Vance County and Ellis Bagby, the Office’s
intake officer.
About 33% of the cases handled by the Juvenile Investigator were handled through the Juvenile
Court System, due to the nature of the offenses. The remaining cases were deferred to programs
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such as Juvenile Crime Prevention Council, Teen Court, Judicial Attendance Council, Community
Service Program and the Friends of Youth Program. Detective Sergeant Stewart also works with the
Senior Juvenile Court Intake Counselor to attempt to divert as many juvenile suspects as possible
into programs other than juvenile detention.
Youth Protection Ordinance Violations

2011
2012
2013
3
0
0
The decrease in the number of Youth Protection Ordinance Violations from the first full year of
enforcement to 2013 can be attributed to the following factors:
1) Public education by the department through officers in neighborhoods, presentations at
local schools and press releases and related articles, and
2) The willingness of more citizens to protect children under the age of 15 by adhering to
the City ordinance;
3) Efforts by churches and local children’s groups (such as Boys and Girls Clubs) to
provide supervised activities to children within this age group to discourage them from
being as active after 11:00 p.m.
As part of the Police Department’s Juvenile Minority Sensitivity Training (JMST) conducted
annually as part of the State’s Mandatory In-Service Training officers of the Henderson Police
Department not only review changes made to juvenile laws and techniques used to better understand
juvenile behavior, but review the department’s guidelines on juvenile enforcement and the City’s
Youth Protection Ordinance.
Juvenile Contacts/Arrest 3 Year Comparison
2011
2012
2013
34
21
28
Charges
55
41
60
Contacts
In 2013, there were sixty (60) Juvenile Contact reports completed that resulted in a total of
twenty-eight (28) juvenile petitions being filed. The increase in the number of juvenile petitions
would indicate that juveniles were coming more in contact with law enforcement. However, in
2013 the number for referrals to juvenile services reduced and the trend was that there were less
secure custodies. The approach by juvenile services was to take a more of a diversionary
approach and handle the majority of the complaints in cooperation with the parent or guardian.
In 2013, the Henderson Police Department also participated in various Safe Kids activities. In
August 2013, officers participated in the Safe Kids Bike Rodeo at the YCMA. Throughout the
year, officers conducted free checks of child restraints for citizens. Officers also conduct four (4)
child passenger safety checks throughout the year. The Henderson Police Department is a
permanent Child Passenger Safety Checking Station.
Community Watches are an important part of the Police Department’s Juvenile Crime
Prevention program. These meetings allow officers to talk with parents and guardians of
juveniles directly in the same neighborhoods that they live. Community Watch participants are
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encouraged by officers not just to report crimes and information regarding juveniles but to
become active in events and to sponsor activities that encourage juveniles to engage in
responsible behavior.
Lieutenant Robinson and Officer Thorpe also worked with other juvenile law/services related
agencies in 2013 under the Juvenile Attendance Council in Vance County. This group, working
with the judges assigned to Vance County Juvenile Court, works as a diversion for juveniles
identified as being truants in an effort to get them back into the schools rather than proceeding
with them as undisciplined juveniles.
Bicycle Patrol Unit
Bicycle Patrol Officers were used in the
following special events:
 Meet in the Street (three times throughout
the year)
 2013 Special Olympics Torch Run
 Career Day at VGCC
 Bike Safety Presentations/Bike Rodeos
 Night out Against Crime 2013
 Fire Prevention Day on Garnett St.
 Downtown Show/Shine/Dine Car Show Weekend
 Back-to-School Community Events
 Christmas Parade
 “Girls on the Run” 5K runs
 “Ducky Derby” 2012 Fundraiser

Canine Unit
In December 2012, the Department’s Master Canine Trainer,
Lieutenant G.L. Williams and Captain M.W. Barrow worked to
locate and purchase three (3) new Police Canines. After a long
search through several vendors the Canines arrived and were
trained with their handlers, Sergeant J. Collier, Officer W. Harris
and Officer J. Macialek. Sergeant Overton was recertified with K9 Diesel.
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SWAT
As of January 1, 2014, the Team currently has 11 Certified Operators, not including one Tactical
Medic. For the 2013 year, the Team held two (2) New Operator Assessments, from which three
(3) Operators were selected to the Team. Currently, due to officers leaving the department, the
Team strength stands at 11 Operators. The team leaders and Team Commander are attempting
to complete two units of 6 Operators, bringing the total SWAT Team membership to 14, not
counting the medic and commander positions.
During the 2013 year, the SWAT Team was contacted by various H.P.D. units a total of 17 times
for conducting active search warrant services. Out of those 17 “call outs” the team conducted 11
full entry services, with units of operators ranging from 5 to 10 operators. Operator service
hours for these call-outs total 380 hours.
SWAT members are constantly looking for more training in tactical aspects. The SWAT Team
trains at least 8 to 10 hours at least one time per month. This training does not include training
that individual Operators attend. Team training hours for the 2013 year total approximately
1,096 hours.
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Criminal Investigations Division

Sergeant Angela Feingold
Through much of 2013 Lieutenant C.D. Ball commanded the Criminal Investigations
Division. Sergeant Marti L. Stewart supervised the Major Crimes Investigation Section and
Sergeant Angela O. Feingold supervised the General Investigations Section. Following the
retirement of Lieutenant Marshall Perry in the Services Division, Lieutenant Ball was transferred
to the Services Division to assume the responsibilities of Professional Services/Accreditation
Lieutenant in February 2014. Sergeant Feingold is currently the acting commander of the
Services Division.
There are currently two (2) Sergeants, four (4) Detectives and one (1) Police Officer II serving a
temporary assignment in the Criminal Investigations Division. Senior Police Officer V.W.
Johnson serves as the department’s Court Liaison Officer. Despite this low number of assigned
personnel the Investigations Activities chart below shows the incredible workload that these
officers handle on an annual basis. They also were responsible for working, solving and
prosecuting five (5) homicides in the year of 2013 along with arresting several felons on violent
assaults and several breaking and entering and larceny cases.
2013 Criminal Investigation Activities
Cases Received
Cases Suspended
Cases Cleared (Solved)
Unfounded
Reports
False Reports
Crime Scene Searches Attended
Crime Scene Searches Conducted
Canvasses Conducted
Witnesses Interviewed
Victims Interviewed
Suspect Description Obtained
Vehicle Description Obtained
Suspects Identification Effected

Total
968
145
123
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20
2
43
61
91
772
1035
244
72
173

Suspects Interrogated In Custody
Suspects Interrogated- Noncustodial
Polygraph Exams
Warrants Obtained
Warrants Attempted
Warrants Served
Juvenile Petition Obtained
Juvenile Taken into Custody
Social Service Referrals Received
Social Service Referrals
Made
On-view Adult Arrests
FI Reports
Search Warrants Obtained
Search Warrants Executed
(includes Vice/Narcotics and
Patrol Assistance)
Eyewitness ID Procedures Conducted
Surveillance/ Stakeouts Conducted
Informants Interviewed
Property Recovery Documentation
Off-Duty Callouts
Traffic Stops
Persons Cited
Cases Reviewed w/DA
DA Reports Submitted
Other Meetings Attended
Training Attendance Hours
Assist to Other Agency/Officer
Time Assist
Pawn Shop Visits
Court Hearings Attended
Cases Tried in
Court
Court Hours
Leave Hours
Old Cases Cleared
Old Cases Suspended

111
74
0
937
164
230
23
15
18
3
56
92
24

40
10
48
162
64
29
8
0
164
53
345
307.75
320
2
29
32
17
85.5
45.5
194
75

Members of Criminal Investigations Section (CIS) worked closely with the U.S. Attorney’s
Office, A.T.F. and other federal agencies. CIS officers arrested and prosecuted as many local
violent offenders as possible that were committing robberies and other violent crimes, and
prosecuted as many as possible on the federal level. By utilizing this type of enforcement action
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these offenders received more lengthy prison sentences than if prosecuted on the state level. This
objective worked hand in hand with the Career Criminal Apprehension Program in prosecuting
offenders on the state level that do not meet the criteria for federal prosecution.
Members of the CIS work with other agencies within Vance County to reduce crime and use
other resources that can assist the Police Department such as Code Enforcement, Health
Department, Progress Energy, Water Department, Time Warner Cable, etc.
Forensics/Property and Evidence Unit

Sergeant Jessica West

Number of items collected
Total US Currency Collected
Firearms Collected
Marijuana Seized
Cocaine Seized (all forms)
Heroin Seized
Pills/Prescription Medications Seized
Opiates
Items returned to owner by Court
Items turned over to other agencies
Items turned over to owner by officer
Interviews burned to DVD
In-Car Videos burned to DVD
Paperwork Evidence copied
Packages sent to the SBI Lab
Crime Scenes Processed
Vehicles Processed
Items Processed in-house

3591
$210,686.41
170
25,604.73 grams
2078.54 grams
337.9grams/589 bindles
754 dosage units
0
40
19
60
373
18
184
375
27
27
155
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

Lieutenant D.A. Hedgepeth
The Special Operations Division was established in July of 2008 during the Police Department’s
third phase of reorganization. The Criminal Investigations Section, formerly a part of the
Operations Division, was combined with the Vice/Narcotics Unit (formerly part of the
Interagency Drug Enforcement Unit) and the Highway Traffic Safety Unit to form the new
Division. The division operated in 2013 under the command of Lieutenant D. Allen Hedgepeth.
This division combines the Criminal Investigation, Vice Investigation, Public Information and
Criminal Intelligence functions of the department into one division in order to improve
communication and the sharing of resources between these functions.
US ATF Agent Tim Sloan and other ATF and DEA agents also work directly with the Special
Operations Division on the coordination of prosecution of violent felons and narcotics cases
through the US Federal Court System. The Special Operations Division is also responsible for
the maintenance and dissemination of Criminal and Homeland Security Intelligence Information.
Vice/Narcotics Unit
The Vice/Narcotics Unit is supervised by Sergeant Matt Jackson and includes positions for two
(2) investigators.
The Narcotics Unit has been able to substantially reduce drug violations during the year of 2013.
A total of 10 search warrants have been conducted in various areas of the city. These search
warrants have resulted in the arrests of numerous suspects and the seizure of cocaine, marijuana,
heroin, firearms, and United States currency. Using this type of enforcement curtails drug
dealers from becoming organized and taking a stronghold on any particular community.
During 2013 members of the Narcotics Unit have worked very closely with members of the
United States Attorney’s Office, Drug Enforcement Administration, Alcohol Tobacco and
Firearms, United States Secret Service and the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation.
Members of the Narcotics Unit have submitted over 60 cases to the United States Attorney’s
Office. Using this type of enforcement allows for a safer community. Once a suspect has been
prosecuted federally they receive a prison sentence that, compared to our local court system, is
substantial. The overall prosecution and dismantlement of the “Money Gang Mob” criminal
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enterprise in Vance County by the Police Department and ATF agents was widely covered in the
regional news in 2013 and has been cited in testimony by the director of the ATF in front of
Congress as an example of the success of ATF/local law enforcement joint operations.
Felony Arrests

68

Misdemeanor Arrests

70

Search Warrants Executed

34

Training Hours (total)

390

US Currency Seized

$192,169.00

Cocaine Seized

2,320.3 grams

Marijuana Seized

52 pounds, 732.6 grams

Firearms Seized

28

Heroin Seized

3 pounds, 30 “bindles” and 180 grams

Crack Cocaine Seized

11 ounces and 48.3 grams

“Molly” Seized

2.5 kilos and 23.4 grams

Prescription Pill Seized

164

Citations Issued

180

Warrants Served

74

Illegal Cigarettes

50 cartons

Vehicles Seized

1

Special Operations Conducted

22
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SERVICES DIVISION

Captain Perry L. Twisdale
The Services Division is the administrative and support services function of the Police
Department. Hiring, recruitment, training, CALEA Accreditation, records control and
maintenance, purchasing, equipment and facility maintenance, budget, grants management,
crime prevention, school liaisons, and all department property and forensic evidence functions
are overseen by this division. Captain P.L. Twisdale assumed command of this division in
March of 2012.
The Accreditation and Professional Standards functions in 2013 were commanded by Lieutenant
M.L. Perry. After Lt. Perry’s retirement in January 2014 Lieutenant C.D. Ball was transferred to
the Services Division to command the Professional Standards function. The Professional
Standards Section of the Services Division includes many of the major support services
functions of the Police Department. CALEA International Accreditation, Internal Affairs
Investigations and Coordination, Agency Training, Budget and Purchasing functions,
Recruitment and Hiring, Communications, Technology, Property Management and Equipment
Maintenance are some of the areas overseen in the Professional Standards Section.
Accreditation/Professional Standards

Lieutenant C.D. Ball
The Police Department held its fourth reaccreditation onsite in December of 2013. The onsite
was successful and the agency received its fifth accreditation award from CALEA in March
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2014. The Henderson Police Department remains the only agency in this region (north of the
Raleigh/Durham area) that has been successfully accredited. Accomplishments include:








Full completion of 24 hour Mandatory In-Service Training for all Henderson Police
Department employees (sworn and non-sworn) to meet NC Criminal Justice Education
and Standards and CALEA requirements.
Applying for and obtaining a BJA JAG 2013 Grant that provided funds for two (2) new
in-car cameras for Patrol vehicles. This grant had no match fund requirements and was
implemented at no cost to the citizens of Henderson.
Purchase of new mobile data terminals under NC Governor’s Crime Commission grants.
Obtaining funds to reimburse 75% of the purchase price of personal body armor for
officers in 2013-2043.
Equipping Operations Division Lieutenants and Sergeants with updated
workstation/portable computers and submitting old units to City Operations for sale as
surplus.
Purchasing and equipping five (5) new Dodge Charger marked patrol vehicles.
Applying for and obtaining a grant from the NC Governor’s Highway Safety Program to
purchase a large enclosed trailer, generator, light tower, signs and safety equipment for
use in traffic enforcement with no match funds and at no cost to the City General Fund.

Training

Personnel are required by NC State Administrative Code to attend a minimum of 24 hours of
mandatory in-service training conducted by state certified instructors each year in order to
maintain their law-enforcement certification. This mandatory training in 2013 included:




Firearms In-Service Training
Legal Update 2013
Juvenile Minority Sensitivity Training: Social Media
Domestic Violence: “The Children are Watching”
Responding to Individuals with Mental Illness
Operating in Low Light Conditions
HazMat /Bloodborne Pathogens
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In 2014 the Mandatory In-Service Training for the Department will include the following:
Firearms In-Service Training
Legal Update 2014
Juvenile Minority Sensitivity
Evidence Collection at Crime Scenes
Officer Safety: Confronting Threats Off Duty
Dealing with Persons with Mental Illness
Ethics Refresher Training
Less Lethal Force Refresher – Baton
Hazardous Materials/Bloodborne Pathogens
Communications Skills for Law Enforcement
One (1) Police Lieutenant attended the NC State University Administrative Officer’s
Management Program in 2013.
Hiring/Recruitment

In 2013 the Henderson Police Department received a total of 26 applications for entry level
police officer positions. Of those, five (5) persons were hired to fill vacancies within the
department.
The training of Police Lieutenants and Sergeants in conducting background investigations and
using these officers for backgrounds has greatly increased the department’s ability to process
applications as opposed to the pre-2007 practice of the Services Division Lieutenant conducting
all background investigations. This process has also enabled the Lieutenants to have an insight as
to what the process to recruit, investigate, process and hire an applicant entails. It has also
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allowed the Lieutenants to give a critical eye to aspects of recruit’s backgrounds that would
affect their ability to perform effectively on the street. This process has also enabled us to utilize
an ethnically diverse group of investigators to review applications, rather than just one person.
In the past three years the officers of the entire department, not just those assigned the
coordination of the hiring process, have worked hard to meet the goals for recruitment that the
agency had set. The diversity of the agency is being stressed in photos and brochures used. Job
position openings were distributed to local civic groups, churches and agencies such as the
Employment Opportunity Offices and traditionally minority colleges.
During the year of 2013, as well as prior to and during the CALEA Accreditation Onsite in
December, the staff of the Police Department reviewed the overall policies, efforts and practices
of the department regarding recruitment, hiring and retention. This was specifically reviewed by
the Command Staff during the overall agency policies, practices and operations review
conducted following the retirement of Chief Keith Sidwell in May 2013 at the start of the term
on Chief Barrow as Interim Chief of Police. Hiring and recruitment policies and practices were
again reviewed and examined during the agencies Staff Inspection of the Services Division in
2013.
One area that seems to have helped the department better process applicants as well as give
applicants a view of the department’s organizational diversity has been the use in the last five (5)
years of Police Lieutenants and some designated Sergeants to conduct the background
investigations of screened applicants. This has allowed the candidates to have some of their
initial contact with the command level officers of the department as well as having the
experienced, command level officers that will be responsible for the new hires in their Field
Training period to meet and evaluate the hires.
As more and more persons seeking employment turn to internet-based and electronic media to
search for and locate law enforcement jobs we must also consider the expansion of our
recruitment efforts in these areas as well. The primary limitation for us in this area has been
funds to run ads on websites like Monster.com and others that require a fee. However, in 2013
the department worked to locate more no-cost job announcement outlets on the Internet and in
Social Media.
Internal Affairs
The following is the annual Internal Affairs Statistical Review for the complaints received and
investigated in calendar year 2013.
Complaint Type

2011

2012

2013

Supervisory Complaints

21

16

19

Internal Affairs Complaint

7

7

10
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Category of Complaints

2011

2012

2013

Use of Force

4

3

2

Improper Arrest / Stop / Search

0

0

1

Officer Demeanor

9

11

12

Bias-Based Profiling

2

3

2

Other

13

6

13

Total

28

23

30

Total Vehicle Stops

6770

5628

6188

Total Arrests

2337

2177

3961

Total Citations

2963

3538

3545

Review of Statistics
The three year review of statistics of complaints investigated by the department on agency
personnel show what appears to be a correlation to the number of arrest made by officers. From
2012 to 2013 the number of complaints increased (26%) and the number of citations slightly
increased (.2%) from 2012. From 2011 to 2013 the number of overall complaints increased (4%),
while the number of arrests increased (70%). The number of citations increased (20%) from 2011
to 2013. There was a (9%) overall reduction in traffic stops during this period; however, there
was a (10%) increase in traffic stops in 2013 from 2012. Slightly less than half of the complaints
were the result of traffic stops.
As part of the Henderson Police Department’s Accreditation Process, independent CALEA
Assessors visited the department in December 2013 and reviewed the agency’s activities in areas
such as Internal Affairs Investigations for the three year period from December 2010 to December
2013. This onsite and the resulting onsite team report showed no deficiencies or problems with the
agency’s operational areas. The department’s policy and procedure as well as its practice in
handling, investigating and following up on citizens’ complaints are all compliant with the
applicable standards set forth by CALEA.
The Henderson Police department has membership for officers assigned and trained to conduct
Supervisory Investigations and Internal Affairs Investigations in the North Carolina Internal
Affairs Investigators Association. The North Carolina Internal Affairs Investigator’s Association
is composed of law enforcement officers and police administrators throughout North Carolina,
charged with the duty of maintaining professional standards within their departments. The
NCIAIA is dedicated to establishing, maintaining, and developing professional standards of
performance and integrity for internal affairs investigators. Training is an essential element of the
association, and one of its greatest assets. The NCIAIA regularly provides training which enhances
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professional growth and development; presents a forum for discussion of common problems
encountered by internal affairs investigators throughout the state; and disseminates information
relative to current court decisions, improved technical practices, and progressive administrative
procedures. Officers assigned to the Henderson Police Department’s Internal Affairs investigative
function have received training from the NCIAIA as well as from the North Carolina
Administrative Officer’s Management Program at NC State University (AOMP), the Southern
Police Institute Internal Affairs Investigation Program and the other regional courses.
Use of Defensive Actions
In 2013 there were 56 total incidents in which Use of Force were reported by agency personnel.
All of these incidents involved sworn officers only. This was an overall decrease of 22% from
2012 in which there were 71 encounters requiring Use of Force. In 2013 there were 30,737
individual calls for service answered by Henderson Police Officers. Of those calls only .182 %
resulted in the Use of Force by officers. This is an extremely low percentage and the Henderson
Police Department’s statistics continue to show a ratio less than the percentages of calls to “use of
force” reported by other agencies across the United States. The Police Department had 6188
vehicle stops reported in 2013 with the total number of Uses of Force only being 0.90 % of
that total.
In 2013 there were 3961 custodial arrests made by HPD officers. Using those figures shows that
force was used in just 1.4% of contacts resulting in custodial arrests last year.





There were no incidents in 2013 involving serious injury to a suspect.
There was no force that resulted in the death or serious injury of a suspect in 2013 in which
the department’s Swat Team was required to use force.
Of the 56 reported cases involving Use of Force, 4 incidents required officers to use force
against patients that were being held for commitment purposes under a mental commitment
order issued by a Vance County Magistrate or were committed following the use of force.
There was one incident reported in 2013 involving the use of a firearm to put an injured
animal out of its misery.

The chart below breaks down the types of force used against person(s):
Firearms
14%

Force Used

Canine
2%
Baton
0%
OC Spray
27%

Taser
32%
Physical
21%
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2011-2013 Comparisons
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A review of statistics on Use of Force show a decrease in the number of incidents requiring
force to be used even though the number of arrests has almost doubled. The number of incidents
in which officers pointed their firearm decreased from 19 in 2012 to 8 in 2013. This is a 42 percent
decrease from 2012. This action made by officers in 2013 was the significant factor to the overall
decrease in use of force compared to 2012.
Between calendar years 2012 and 2013 the department saw a 9% increase in vehicle stops, a 42%
increase in custodial arrests. In 2012, there were a total of 2 complaints of excessive force by
officers that were investigated. Those complaints were thoroughly investigated and were declared
to be not sustained. The total number of excessive force complaints decreased from 4 in 2011 to
3 in 2012 to 2 in 2013.
This shows a downward trend even though the number of arrest and traffic stops has drastically
increased. A combination of the utilization of digital in-car cameras and extremely detailed
narratives both in incident reports and in Use of Force Reports have proved to be the best
indicators of how officers handle themselves.
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Vehicle Pursuits

In 2013 there were a total of fourteen (14) pursuits reported. That total is up by two (2)
pursuits from the previous year. All pursuits were reviewed and signed off as to be compliant
with policy through all levels of administrative review. Of the fourteen (14) pursuits, eight
(8) ended in a motor vehicle collision, which resulted in either damage to the suspect vehicle
or a third party vehicle. One Henderson Police Department vehicle reported damage due to
vehicle pursuits in 2013 however the damage was very minor and did not require repairs or
take the vehicle out of service.
There were no reports in calendar year 2013 in which officers were required to use a
roadblock, running roadblock, or any other maneuver that would be considered a use of
deadly force during a vehicle pursuit. There was one incident in which officers were required
to utilize “Stinger” Tire Deflation Devices (TDD) in order to impede or end a vehicle pursuit.
This ended the pursuit within a few blocks after contact with the TDD.
In 2013 there were no reported injuries to a suspect. There were no officers or third party
persons injured as a result of vehicle pursuits. The average vehicle pursuit during the year
had a distance of 1.5 miles, compared to a distance of 2.5 miles in 2013. The longest pursuit
recorded was five (5) miles. All of the pursuits that were reported were initiated by
Henderson Police Department personnel for the exception of one which was initiated by
another agency during a joint checkpoint in which our officers were already present. There
were no pursuits which originated in other counties or jurisdictions that passed through
Henderson in which Police Department personnel participated in or assisted with. Vehicle
pursuits are classified into three (3) categories; felony, misdemeanor or traffic. The following
is a breakdown of the originating causes for pursuits in 2013;
Felony:
Misdemeanor:
Traffic:

4
3
7
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In 2013, Henderson Police Officers made 6188 vehicle stops which resulted in only
fourteen (14) pursuits. The fact that only 0.22% of all vehicle stops resulted in pursuits is
an impressive comparison that has been a pattern since the department began conducting
pursuit analysis in 1998.
A review of statistics on vehicle pursuits shows what appears to be an association to the
number of traffic stops made by department personnel. In calendar year 2013 the total
number of vehicle stops increased 15% over 2012 and decreased 16.5 in 2012 compared to
2011. A combination of the utilization of digital in-car cameras and extremely detailed
narratives both in incident reports and in vehicle pursuit reports have proved to be the best
indicators of how officers handle themselves when involved in a vehicle pursuit.
Crime Prevention Community Services Section

Lieutenant I.W. Robinson, Jr.
Crime Prevention/Community Services are commanded by Lieutenant I.W. Robinson, Jr. In
2013 Lieutenant Robinson supervised SPO Craig Thorpe, the Crime Prevention Officer, as well
as the department’s Adult School Crossing Guards Program. Mr. Gene Washington, the
agency’s Parking Enforcement Agent, is also supervised by Lt. Robinson. Lieutenant Robinson
also coordinates the department’s activities with, and establishment of, Community Watch
programs; and he serves as a board member of the Henderson/Vance Crime Stoppers Program,
the Southeastern Crime Stoppers Association, the N.C. Crime Stoppers Association and the NC
Crime Prevention Officers Association.
In April 2013, the Henderson Police Department also participated in the National Safe Kids
Week. In October 2013, members participated in Child Passenger Safety Week. Officers
conducted free checks of child restraints for citizens. Officers also conducted six (6) child
passenger safety checks throughout the year.
Lieutenant Robinson and Officer West also worked with other juvenile law/services related
agencies in 2013 under the Juvenile Attendance Council in Vance County. This group, working
with the judges assigned to Vance County Juvenile Court, works as a diversion for juveniles
identified as being truants in an effort to get them back into the schools rather than proceeding
with them as undisciplined juveniles.
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Other Crime Prevention events and highlights from 2013 included:
• NC Special Olympics Torch Kick Off
• Vance County Special Olympics
• ACTS Board
• Juvenile Crime Prevention Committee Board
• Vance County Parenting Task Force
• COC Homelessness Committee
• LEVI (Lift Every Voice Institute)
• Henderson – Vance Night Out Against Crime
• Child Community Protection Team
• Vance County School’s Health and Safety Advisory Council
• Fire Prevention Week (Assist Henderson Fire Department)
Crime Analysis and Police Records Section

P.A. Prewer, Case Management Coordinator
The Records Section is supervised by Case Management Coordinator Allison Prewer. Four (4)
Police Office Assistants are assigned to the Records Section along with one (1) part-time clerical
employee. Beginning in May 2012 the position of Crime Analyst became a part-time, non-sworn
position that is dedicated to Crime Analysis tasks only. The Records Section and Case
Supervision are the responsibility of Prewer.
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Reserve Officer Charles R. Crumpler (Lt., Ret.)
The Crime Analysis function of the Police Department is assigned to Charles R. Crumpler.
Crumpler retired from the department as a Police Lieutenant in early 2012 and then returned as a
part-time employee. Crumpler’s responsibilities include the analysis of crime reports and call
data to show time, motus operandi (“MO”) and geographic trends that patrol officers and
investigators can use in establishing proactive measures to prevent crime or to locate areas in
which persons with warrants for previous crimes may be operating.
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The following is an explanation of how Summary-Based Uniform Crime Reporting is scored and
tabulated for Statistical Analysis.
Crime Reporting
The Henderson Police Department voluntarily participates in the FBI’s Uniform Crime
Reporting program (UCR) by submitting monthly reports to the North Carolina State Bureau of
Investigations. Through this voluntary program, and with the cooperation of participating
agencies such as our own, the UCR program strives to ensure the production of a reliable and
uniform set of crime statistics, from which a nationwide and statewide view of crime is possible.
The North Carolina State Bureau of Investigations’ (SBI) Division of Criminal Information
(DCI) gathers data from participating law enforcement agencies throughout the state and
forwards the UCR statistics to the FBI in UCR format.
Because of their seriousness and frequency, seven offenses comprise a Crime Index, which is
used by law enforcement agencies throughout the nation to serve as indicators of crime
experience within jurisdictions. These figures are intended to represent the volume of crime in
Henderson, NC. Volume indicators do not represent the actual number of crimes committed;
rather, they represent the number of offenses reported to law enforcement for each category.
The Uniform Crime Reporting program (UCR) collects data on offenses known to law
enforcement, and on persons arrested, to depict total crime and to provide data for administrative
and operational use in addressing community problems. With respect to Murder, Rape and
Aggravated Assault, the volume represents the number of actual victims known to law
enforcement, while for Robbery, Burglary, Larceny – Theft, and Motor Vehicle Theft, the
number of known offenses is represented.
When analyzing UCR statistics, the user of this information should guard against superficial
agency-to-agency comparisons. Such direct comparisons, without taking into account the
demographic differences between law enforcement jurisdictions, are misleading. The underlying
causes of crime are complex, and they resist simplistic "quick-fix" solutions. Crime is a
community problem that requires law enforcement, citizens of the community, and other social
institutions in the community to cooperatively form crime-specific strategies for resisting crime.
We continue to bring the resources that are available to us to bear on specific criminal activities,
within our operating and resource limitations. To accept crime as a fact of life is an admission of
defeat. Only through the establishment of short and long-term strategies and the assistance of the
citizens can the community successfully resist crime problems in our neighborhoods.
The identification of our community's crime patterns, through an examination of local crime
experience, is a starting point. Thus, these crime statistics are a way of revealing to all of the
people in our community just what we're up against. Social and economic factors have an
enormous impact on the nature and levels of crime in any particular community.
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The FBI, as part of the Uniform Crime Reporting system (UCR), lists a number of factors that
affect the volume and type of crime:
• The size of the community and its population
• The density of its population
• How the population is composed
• Stability of the population with respect to mobility and transience
• The prevailing economic conditions
• Cultural conditions, such as educational, recreational, and religious characteristics
• Climate
• Effective strength of law enforcement agencies
• What law enforcement emphasizes in its administrative and investigative roles • The policies
of other components of the criminal justice system (prosecutors, courts, corrections, and
probation) • Citizen attitudes towards crime
• How citizens report crime (how often, how quickly)
The majority of these factors are somewhat beyond the control of the police. However, the
Police Department can play a major role in controlling "street crimes" - those that occur in
public places (e.g., purse snatching, assaults/muggings). Crimes of passion committed among
relatives or friends and other crimes committed indoors, such as shoplifting, are crimes for
which law enforcement agencies' typically have little to no control over any increases and
decreases in frequency. Police agencies collect information about these crimes and make arrests,
as an order maintenance measure, whenever possible.
The rate at which citizens report crime varies from community to community. We strive to be
responsive to our citizens' reports of criminal activity – the public's confidence in our ability to
effectively respond to specific events is crucial if we, as a community, want to formulate an
effective community-wide strategy to resist increases in the frequency with which crimes occur.
Therefore, increases in the frequency of crimes reported may be viewed favorably provided that
we, as a community, use the statistics to identify our specific problems and formulate reasonable
short and long-term responses. In addition to arresting suspects after a crime has been
committed, crime prevention and deterrence activities are methods by which Law Enforcement
agencies and the citizens of the community can collaboratively resist increases in the volume of
crimes. All offenses are classified on the basis of law-enforcement officer investigation and in
accordance with UCR offense definitions (which will not necessarily coincide with N.C. Statute
definitions.) Because UCR identifies a Police problem, offense classifications are not based on
the findings of a court, coroner, jury or decision of a prosecutor.
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